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Abstract 
Foreign investments in Romania present the chance of big wins and the risk of large or total losses. The work presents a real case: 
the shareholders wish to subscribe with a contribution in kind. Contract conditions allow shareholders to become owners of a large 
number of shares originating from a transnational. Thus, while the value of real estate assets which can be traded in Romania knows 
a constant decrease, the value of the shares contributed to capital is growing. The Romanian shareholder advantage is huge, but 
volatile. 
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1. Introduction 
The real case presented below is based on three files of the same company. This is the case SC American European 
Marketing & Enterprises S.A. (hereinafter AEME) vs. Romania (with the permission of Mr. Daniel Afusoaie, one of 
the AEME shareholders). The object of the three files was referring i) to the legal procedure of establishing of the 
contribution in kind of the capital of a Romanian company by shares, this contribution consisting of ordinary shares 
issued by a foreign company, ii) the capital increase and iii) to assess these actions in Romania. 
According to Article 16, al.2 of Law No.31/1990, "...contributions in kind must be valued in economic terms. They 
are accepted in all forms of the company and are paid by transferring the corresponding rights and actual handing over 
the assets in usable condition to the company." 
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As a result, the Court ordered an expert report for each situation so that, through the expert report, the value of 
shares will be highlighted. 
The legal framework of expertises is given by the Law no. 26 of 5 November 1990 concerning the Trade Register 
and the Law no.31 of 16 November 1990 regarding commercial companies. For every expertise in part, laws updated 
forms were consulted. 
For the first file, AEME vs. Romanian state, File/Application no.46234/13.07.2007 of the Court Brasov, the 
expertise Fantana (2007/1) objectives were: 1) to determine the manner in which ordinary shares issued by a foreign 
company in the U.S. value and can be contribution in kind to a Romanian stock company, and 2) to determine which 
is the value proposed by the expert / specialist such actions. 
Shares represent financial assets, potential sources of income, exercising or not the control, or other influences.  
The case is about the contribution in kind to the capital of a number of actions, and the title is valued at cost of 
acquisition, which means the purchase price or value determined by the contract of their acquisition, Ifnescu and al. 
(1999).  
It was not the case to calculate the capitalization value, because for that moment and in this case, these actions were 
not listed. 
Under Contract Sale - Buy no.2171/07.07.2007, accepted and agreed by the contracting parties, namely ICBD, Inc. 
of Oregon, USA (hereinafter as seller) and AEME (as buyer), respectively its shareholders, the seller sold and 
transferred interest rate and subscription rights equivalent of 2 million shares of 10 USD / share, shares of the social 
capital (fully share package) of the company ICBD. "The above-named property [the actions] is sold and transferred 
free of mortgage, debts or claims of any nature and of any kind" (quoted from of the original document translation). 
As long as the title is valued at acquisition cost, it cannot be less than $ 10, according to the Contract of Sale - Purchase 
no. 2171/07.07.2007. It will be understand that the actions came first in the possession of AEME shareholders who 
filed subsequently these actions as contribution in kind to AEME. 
The real value of shares that shareholders AEME put them together to constitute the company's legal capital was 
20 million USD.  
The status ICBD, the holders of shares will be entitled to receive dividends from any of the corporate [ICBD] assets 
when they become legally available for that purpose, payable in cash quarterly or in periodic intervals or dates 
established by the Board of Directors of ICBD. 
The second file, AEME vs. Romanian state, File/Application no.62184/29.10.2007 of the Court Brasov, required a 
second expert report, Fantana (2007/2) which complements the results of the File / Application no.46234 / 2007, with 
the same contracting parties and the same objectives, specifying that, in the new file, they refer to the addition of 3 
million shares of ICBD. 
This title is valued also at cost of acquisition, which means the purchase price or value determined by the contract 
of their acquisition, see Ifnescu, A. at al. (1999). 
As a result, the final value of assessed intangibles, totalling the values of the second report of the first 
nr.382613/2007 with no.363043/2007 report, was USD 50 million. 
Activities that may result can be investments in equity instruments, in debt instruments, bank placements, 
commercial receivables and futures - which are stock transactions pursuing the development of an asset over the time. 
The third case - no. 109161/2009 of the Court Brasov/Trade Registry Office, AEME vs. Romanian state, required 
a third expert report, made by Fantana (2007/3), with the same objectives, specifying that in the new file they refer to 
the addition of 7,800,000 shares of IAFE Inc. on AEME behalf, each share having value of 700 USD (5,460 mill.USD). 
2. Evaluation of data 
The expert requested evidence and additional data about that, though - globally - the economy suffered a stronger 
recession having as main sources and effects the real estate, however in this case shares are offered for a value 
unchanged from the value of the issue, $ 700.00. 
Therefore, the expert requested data relating to: 
- The development of value of the shares since the issue, 2007 to 2009; 
- The type and percentage representation per unit of the domains of business on which the shares received value. 
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The document no. 8051 of 25.05.2010 issued by the IAFE Inc., deposited in the file, provided the necessary 
clarification. 
Following the request of the expert and of the results of AEME deposited in the file also the Decision of the 
Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders No.31 of 01.06.2010. 
On a volatile market, as was that of 2007 – 2010, the value of shares was influenced by the market, which is the 
reason why the title has been assessed by the expert at acquisition cost, which may not be less than USD 700/share, 
according the contract of Sale - Purchase no. 2979, relating to 7.8 million shares, of each 700 USD/action, accepted 
and agreed on 27 November 2009 by the Contracting Parties respectively IAFE Inc. of Oregon, USA and AEME of 
Romania, the shareholders respectively. 
According to the document no.8051 of 25.05.2010 issued by even IAFE Inc., it still decided during 2009 to offer 
for sale - in the year 2010 to 2011 - IAFE Inc. shares to accredited investors in the U.S. and/or international area, using 
the provisions of Regulation D, created by the Security Exchange Commission - SEC (Trading Commission 
Certificates values) in the U.S. 
IAFE Inc. business and enterprise after the recession will continue in the areas of: 
- Marketing and / or extracting oil, 40% of businesses in general; 
- Trade financial instruments (including sales and trading their certificates or third parties’, at the main shares 
exchanges), 20% 
- Mining (metals, diamonds), 10% 
- IT (including funds and investments in incubator, inventions and innovations business), 10% 
- Real estate, international building and other unspecified business, 10%, and 
- Agriculture and commercial exchange (including automobiles, boats, aircraft and equipment), 10%. 
Through the document The Decision of The Extraordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders No.31 of 
01.06.2010, AEME SA decided to resize/increase the social capital through acquiring the 7,800,000 shares of the IAFE 
Inc., 700 USD/share. Thus, the total AEME SA capital became 5,510,000,000 USD, the existing capital is included 
before this increase. 
For Romania, such a situation was unprecedented. 
First, never in the modern Romanian history such a number of shares, amounting to a value so high, it was 
established in kind contribution to the capital of a joint stock company. 
Secondly, there were no cases in which the shares have been paid in advance by the future work of the holder. 
Third, the shares came from owners of mines of gold, silver, lithium and diamonds, oil fields, real estate markets - 
all - from abroad; the evolution of these actions could not be controlled, or could be traced extremely difficult. 
Fourth, the value of shares fluctuated by a complex formula where unfamiliar were the markets and type of 
resources, each with its own evolution. 
Fifth, the overall positive evolution of the value of these shares (Figure 1) contrasted sharply with the involution of 
Romanian currency RON (Figure 2). Referring to the Figure 1 HUI Index, it takes into account only gold mining 
stocks. Shares contributed increased in value only totaling the positive effect of increasing shareholder value in foreign 
markets, with the negative effect of local currency involution. 
The case offers the image of the influence of macroeconomics over the microeconomics:  the nominal effective 
exchange rates of the Romanian leu, the bilateral nominal exchange rates of the leu against the US dollar and the euro, 
and the real effective exchange rates of the leu, see Horobet and Ilie (2007). 
Each of these five effects represents a risk in itself. The risk became even more visible in the accumulation of 
financial and economic effects. 
This case is one of the paradoxes of foreign portfolio investment, see Horobet (2005). Obviously, foreign investors 
assumed a risk by 'selling' a great number of shares on an emerging market of Romania chasing high returns.  
The expert,  
- Observing the international economic situation that affected IAFE Inc. too in real estate, international construction, 
etc., 
- Having regard to the fact that real estate IAFE Inc. represents 10% of total 
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- Studying mining, especially diamonds, crude oil and gold, which represented - worldwide - a profitable business 
which was not affected by the real estate downturn, and that represents 10% of IAFE Inc. businesses, 
- Having no evidence of the effects of positive/negative of the two types of business on the company 
- Noting that until such time of this assessment, the actions - reason of assessment - has not yet been subject of 
trading, concluded that the value of IAFE Inc. shares issued on 27 November 2009 and subject to evaluation on June 
21, 2010, is at least 700 USD/share, and proposes that value. This, though IAFE Inc. declares the minimum expected 
value of 1000 USD/action, with a variation of + / -10%. 
 
Fig. 2. The evolution RON/EUR between 01/01.2007 and 31/12/2010 




The proposed amount of shares that shareholders AEME put them together to supplement the company's legal 
capital was 5.46 billion USD. 
The National Trade Register Office - Brasov branch rejected, Friday, August 27, 2010, AEME request to increase 
the share capital by an amount of 19 billion lei. Following Marincea (2010), it was the first decision taken by this 
Office in case of this company, the first against it, even the past two, taken by the Court, were pros.  
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How the issue was presented, both professionals and the public reacted extremely negative relating to how AEME 
presents itself and works: 
i) AEME company was considered ghost company (30.08.2010 adevarul.ro /news/events); 
ii) AEME represents a model aberrant, but clear, about the power of money 
iii) AEME succeeds to spin huge amounts of money without giving respect and without paying anything for it; 
iv) The company's results [AEME] in 2009 were not included in the calculation of GDP, the values are considered 
"aberrant" by The National Institute of Statistics, as shown by Culita (2011);  
v) The company in question [AEME] sparked a huge scandal after it announced, in 2009, a bigger profit than any 
other company from Romania. The situation continued in 2010 when the company announced a gain of 17.353 billion 
lei, namely 3% of GDP, see ”Ziare.com” (2011);  
vi) The shareholders of AEME applied a fictitious mechanism of accumulation of huge revenue: the accounting 
revaluation of some shares in an ordinary U.S. company, see ”Ziare.com” (2011); 
vii) „...what's the point of declaring such a profit, they don't need to pay tax? The numbers are clearly inflated 
artificially, but why? We are dealing with some financial geniuses or we are preparing for a new fraud?” 
(http://www.exprimarelibera.ro/867/american-european-marketing-enterprises - Exprimare libera. Spune ce ai de 
spus! ). 
Mr. Ion Popescu, dipl. ec., the coordinating director of the Directorate of Public Finance Brasov, said at the time: 
"According to Article 20 of the Tax Code the following incomes are not taxable: 
- The dividends received from a Romanian legal entity. Also, are not taxable dividends received from a foreign 
legal entity, from European Community's states, if the Romanian legal entity holds less than 25% of the foreign legal 
entity's shares, for an uninterrupted period of at least two years, which ends at the payment date of the dividend; 
- The favourable differences of the shares value, registered as a result of the incorporation of reserves, profits or 
issue premiums from legal entities to which it hold shares, as well the differences valuation of long-term financial 
investments. These are taxable at the date of transfer for free, cessions, withdrawal of shares, and at the date of 
withdrawal of capital from the legal entity to which it hold shares; 
- The incomes from cancellation of costs for which there was granted no deduction, as well as the incomes from 
the recovery of non-deductible expenses; 
- The free tax incomes stipulated in agreements and memorandums approved by legislation".  
Therefore, it appears that no one knows anything about this company, what it does and with whom, but it is 
important that it succeeded to turn huge amounts of money without giving reports and without paying anything for it. 
What lies behind the business and how it involves the Romanian state is not known. But based on the classical model 
checked every year, those with lots of money can do things which, if an ordinary man had done them would have 
move as illegal and criminal nature. In this way huge amounts of money can be washed out of the country and "n" 
other options, without anyone to do nothing, and we can only read stupefied about them, as shown by Cris (2010). 
3. Conclusions 
Now, after several years from that time, the author of this article has been approved by the management of AEME 
to present some elements that shed light on the problem: 
1. It was right what the author relates in his work "The world we live" at 31.08.2010, but not in the sense that he 
wanted. AEME was run by ordinary people. Therefore their actions - correct as long as no charges and no source did 
not indicate otherwise - were treated as illegal and criminal order. 
2. There was no deal - in the pejorative sense of the word. 
3. There were not "swirled" huge amounts of money. In fact, there was no money „swirled”. 
4. The reports were given to every Tax Inspectorate control, but it was not necessary to pay anything. Mr. Ion 
POPESCU, coordinator director of the Directorate of Public Finance Brasov explained the reasons why. 
5. The shares were not issued for an amount greater than the nominal value. 
6. AEME did not apply a fictive mechanism of accumulation of huge income: shares held by a "trivial U.S. 
company" were valued at the nominal value, below which the law does not allow. So art. 92, al.(1) of the Act 
no.31/1990 have been complied.  
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7. According to art.16, al. (2)/Law no.31/1990, evaluation was made for each case. Only in the last case, the National 
Trade Register Office Brasov rejected the request of AEME for share capital increase, decision maintained by the next 
two superior levels of judgment also. 
8. It is fair to point out and comment on the reasons for the decision given by NTRO: thus, by Resolution of rejection 
nr.8422 of 23.06.2011, the NTC Director Brasov attached to the Tribunal found that "shares of a company are debt; ... 
between shareholders and the company are established similar relationships as between creditors and debtors. " 
With this decision, the NTR chief did not take into account the fact that the alternative 'C' to the Contract provided: 
„Buyer pays for capital shares acquired by making a special service for IAFE Inc., It ... is considered completed once 
with the agreement and co-signing of this contract". That means title was paid, so there was no way to be a debt. We 
do not want to comment on other issues. On the other hand, the shares valuation was not for sale, so the goal was not 
to record a profit, but to introduce, by law, the goodwill in the assets of the company. 
9. Interesting was that, although the object of the file was identical to the other two, earlier was not considered res 
judicata. 
10. Specialized works, e.g. Mana	e (2010), show: "Debts (definition): Represents current obligations resulting from 
past events and whose settlement will result in an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits. The fact that of 
a debt generates can be: law, statute, contract, common practice, the desire to maintain good business relations or act 
equitably. The settlement of a debt can be made by: cash, transfer of assets, provision of services, replacing debt with 
another debt-into capital”. Or, in the case AEME, the equivalent of intangible assets "shares" was deemed to be paid 
under the contract. Just to resolve the receivable due to the action for the balance sheet, art. 105, al. (3) /Law No. 31 
of 1990, provides that "if the shares are included in the balance sheet, on the liability side is a reserve of the same 
amount, unavailable for distribution". 
11. As Mana	e (2010) shows, IAS 39 classifies financial assets (shares is/are a financial asset) in four categories to 
assess a financial asset after initial recognition: 
a)  loans and receivables created by the enterprise and not held for trading; 
b) investments held to maturity 
c) financial assets held for trading. These are those assets that were acquired or produced primarily for the purpose 
of generating profit as a result of short-term price fluctuations or margin retained by the dealer. This kind of asset is 
part of the group "financial assets at fair value through profit and loss". 
d) financial assets available for sale. 
In the case AEME, bought shares can only be financial assets held for trading, which, previously, were financial 
assets available for trading at the entity from which they were purchased. 
The most famous instruments are shares, bonds, options, futures, warrants etc. 
In the case of shares, the holders are entitled to receive dividends in respect of profits of the entity. Being bought, 
do not have how longer to be claims. 
The bonds only attest the right to claim of the owner/holder (the creditor) on the issuing entity.  
AEME bought shares, not bonds. 
It is, however, good to present dangerous aspect of this case, too. Art no. 44 ^ 1, al.(1)/Law No.31 of 1990 provides 
for the possibility the acquisition - by the company, within a period of 2 years from the establishment, or its 
authorization to commence business, of a good from a founder shareholder, for a fee or other equivalent value 
representing at least one tenth of the share capital subscribed. This would mean that a company - as AEME - could, 
after two years, to repurchase its actions even from the company activity. If we assume that the company would 
participate in an auction with its huge capital, or - with the same capital - would convince a bank to a pledge, after two 
years could buy land or other assets from the capitalization of which would get real money, based on the joint stock. 
Somehow, this situation bothers us. 
But what is the difference between a brand Certificate, everybody can pledge in many countries, not in Romania, 
and the action working as a brand? 
We believe that, in terms of value titles, the decision-makers in Romania have not yet necessary tools to control 
and evaluate them properly. Or, if they have tools, they do not use them as they represent, as in the U.S., high risk, for 
which the economical structure is not ready. 
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